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Villa Stone

This magnificent contemporary villa is situated on a landscaped garden of 5,000 m2 overlooking the bay of
Palombaggia near Porto-Vecchio in South East Corsica. With a living area of 400 m2 and 200 m2 covered terraces,

the villa features 8 en suite bedrooms.

8 Bedrooms
Sleeps 16

Located near Porto Vecchio, Corsica
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DESCRIPTION

THE HOUSE

This villa has a double living room with TV lounge and fireplace. The sea view from the living room is absolutely
breathtaking. Fully equipped kitchen.

Bedroom #1 : master bedroom, 200x200cm bed, bathroom (bathtub, shower and toilets). Bedroom #2 : master
bedroom, 200x200cm, ensuite bathroom. This bedroom is upstairs with a private terrace with an outdoor living

room, hammam.                                    Bedroom #3 : 180cm bed, bathroom (bathtub and shower and toilets).          
         Bedroom #4 : 160cm bed and bathroom (shower) and toilets.                                Bedroom #5 : 180cm bed,

bathroom (bathtub) and toilets.                                      Bedroom #6 : 160cm bed with bathroom (shower) and
toilets. Outdoor building - independant access through the garden:                                                                 Bedroom

#7 : 200x200cm bed, bathroom (shower and toilets).                              Bedroom #8 : 200x200cm bed, bathroom
(shower and toilets).

GARDEN

The villa features also beautiful garden patio fully furnished with loungers. Outdoor dining area with table for 12
people and Weber barbecue with "plancha". Infinity heated pool of 15 m x 5m, secured by alarm.

Amenities

Heated Swimming Pool (Extra Charge for Heating)
WiFi
Gym
BBQ

Hammam

Staff

Housekeeper
Chef (2 Meals Per Day, 6 Days Per Week)

Further Staff Available on Request

Flights
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Here at Luxury Villa Living, we help you to create the perfect package. We can source and organise scheduled and
chartered flights upon your request.

The Extras

The Luxury Villa Living difference!
We offer personalised and complimentary concierge services with each booking to make things as easy and stress-
free as possible. From car hire to special restaurant reservations and more specific requests, we create a bespoke

experience that is specially tailored for you

Location

Porto Vecchio, Corsica
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